
Improving the accuracy of data through the use of innovative 

features provided by Surveybe  

The Problem 

Why does size matter? 

The Surveybe Advantage 
To reduce such ambiguity and error, Surveybe displays 
pictures of vague units, such as “heap” or “bunch”, in 
size context to other everyday items, so that they can be 
more precisely mapped onto metric units and more 
accurate consumption recordings can  be taken.  We 
also tailor the list of units to be specific to the item, 
making it impossible to, express e.g. banana 
consumption in litres or cassava in gallons.  
 
Further, by mapping each item-unit combination to its 
calorific value, Surveybe calculates and summarises, as 
shown above, the calorific intake distribution of the 

household.  This allows the interviewer to immediately verify whether the total Kcal consumed lies within 
reasonable boundaries and that the sources of calories are sensible given the context in which the 
interviewer is conducting the work.  

 
 
 

Most of us can recall, relatively accurately, the quantities of consumption items we purchase; a kilo of sugar or 
a litre of milk.  However, in many surveys in developing countries, quantities are expressed in imprecise units; 
such as ‘small heap of tomatoes’, ‘medium bunch of bananas’. This leads to ambiguous item-unit combinations 
which are then subject to individual interpretation of what constitutes ‘small,’ ‘medium’, ‘large’.   Consumption 
data therefore has been widely known to contain errors, with errors and irregularities often only noticed 
several months later when researchers start analysing the data.  Studies can both under or over-report the 
consumption within a household and thus draw incorrect conclusions about their poverty status.  

In developing countries, a wealth of data is collected through face to face interviews at household level.  Much 
of the data collected is prone to the introduction of errors arising from: ambiguity, misinterpretation, 
recording of inaccurate/implausible responses, incorrect routing through the questionnaire, missing out 
required questions or sections… the list goes on.   

At EDI, the quality and accuracy of data that we continue to deliver is paramount. As much of this data is used 
to give estimates of poverty and welfare status or to inform policy decisions we believe it is imperative that 
the tools deployed to collect data should reduce the propensity for error as much as possible.  Therefore, 
innovative Surveybe features have been developed to counteract common problem areas in the collection of  
household data. 
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Other Accuracy Enhancing Features 

Project Cases 
Surveybe has a rigorous use-case history having been deployed on hundreds of thousands of  data 
collection instances globally.  Some examples of where the Surveybe consumption module has recently 
been used include a Financial Inclusion Tracker Survey (2016), conducted on behalf of Innovations for 
Poverty Action (IPA), which included a module on household consumption.  Data collected in this 
module comprised of: weekly food and drink consumption; monthly expenditures on items such as 
clothes, transport, energy and; 6 month consumption of items such as kitchen appliances, household 
electronics and furniture.  

Similarly, recording of accurate consumption data in this way was implemented whilst conducting an 
impact assessment in Tanzania (2014) for a program aimed at transforming agricultural systems 
through sustainable intensification projects.  This was done in conjunction with the International Food 
Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), and carried out as part of the US Government's Feed the Future 
initiative.  The initial data was collected to provide a baseline of the living standards of households to be 
included in the intervention alongside counterfactuals, prior to the intervention commencing.    

In the examples given, ensuring that the baseline data and, therefore, the poverty status of the 
households are accurately determined prior to these large investments is of paramount importance.  It 
means that any change in status, and impact on the living standards of households, as indicated in part 
by the consumption data, can be properly measured following the implementation of the intervention.  

In the examples above, and in many Living Standards Measurement Study (LSMS) surveys, another 
typical area that can cause errors is in the inaccurate or implausible recording of anthropometric 
measures of children, which can again skew important poverty indicators such as stunting and 
malnutrition.  Typically children under five will be weighed and their height measured.  Surveybe vastly 
reduces the possibility of recording inaccurate or implausible measurements through its intuitive, live, 
in-field validation checks, that allows the interviewer to check whether the recorded height/weight lies 
within the boundaries supplied by the World Health Organisation for a child of a certain age and sex 
comparable to that which is being measured, and specific error warnings are given on screen, as shown 
below, to allow any incorrect recordings to be corrected immediately in the 

We have developed and continue to develop tools that can vastly improve 
the quality of data collected in the developing world.  The innovative 
features highlighted are just two examples of how Surveybe is improving 
such data quality.  EDI’s mission is to be the leading research company 
focussed on the provision of world class services, tools and innovations 
that enable the collection, analysis and use of high quality data. We aim to 
facilitate more accurate, informed and timely decisions to be made that 
can create a positive impact on people's lives around the world. For 
further information about  EDI and our work please visit: 
https://www.edi-global.com/featured-projects/ 
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